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ABSTRACT

In order to implement fully adaptive optical multilayer neural networks, a number of issues involving
both the learning algorithms and the device technologies need to be addressed. In this paper, we present
some important modifications to existing learning algorithms that serve to simplify optical architectures and
allow the use of simple optical devices.

1. INTRODUCTION

Feedforward multilayer neural networks represent a class of powerful learning systems, manifested by
the fact that such networks with as few as one hidden layer are capable of approximating any measurable
function to any desired degree of accuracy.' It is well known that optics is particularly applicable to the
implementation of multilayer neural networks because it can provide a large number of neural intercon-
nections relatively simply.2 The limitations of the current optics and electro-optics technologies, however,
may not allow or favor optical implementation of arbitrary multilayer neural learning algorithms. For ex-
ample, although a holography-based optical implementation scheme3 exists for the well known Backward
Error Propagation (BEP) multilayer learning algorithm,4 quite a few problems are yet to be solved before
a practical implementation becomes possible. These problems, involving both learning algorithms and de-
vice technologies, include the realization of backward propagation of error signals through the network, the
squaring effect of detectors and spatial light modulators (SLMs) that simulate neurons, and the decay of
dynamic holograms used to implement synapses. In this paper, we will focus on the algorithmic aspects
of optical multilayer neural networks. Specifically, we will discuss multilayer learning algorithms and their
modifications that are suitable for optical implementation.

Partially adaptive multilayer networks and related learning algorithms are relatively easier to implement.
By definition, only some of the interconnections of such networks are adaptive or fully trained. A typical
example is a fixed feature-extracting layer followed by an adaptive layer trained by the Perceptron5 or
Widrow-Hoff Madaline rule6. An even simpler example is Kanerva's Sparse, Distributed Memory (5DM)7,
which consists of a fixed, random interconnection first layer cascaded with a second layer trained by the
sum-of-outer-products rule. This network was recently implemented optically and trained for handwritten
character recognition .

Since the degrees of freedom offered by multilayer networks are not fully utilized when they are partially
trained, usually the performance of such networks is relatively poor. This calls for the use of fully adaptive
rnultilayer networks, trained by algorithms such as BEP. In this case, the hardware implementation is
complicated by the need to realize error backpropagation through the network. To overcome this problem,
we introduce here an anti-Hebbian local learning rule for two-layer networks. With this rule, weight updates
for a certain layer depend only on the inputs and outputs of that layer and a global, scalar error signal.
We 5110w that this learning procedure still guarantees that the network is trained by energy descent. The
fact that error signals need not back-propagate through the network makes this local rule easy to implement
either optically or electronically.

Another problem that exists in the optical implementation of neural networks is that the available
optical devices for simulating neurons are usually square-law detectors (i.e., they detect optical intensity,
which is the square of the optical signal field). This means that the sign of the signal, which is crucial for
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learning algorithms such as BEP and Perceptron, cannot be detected. In order to allow the use of simple
square-law detectors in optical neural networks, we add a coherent bias to the optical signal arriving at the
detector. This method can be straightforwardly combined with the original local learning rule to yield a
local learning rule for training multilayer networks with square-law neurons.

Section 2 describes the local learning rule for fully adaptive multilayer networks. Sections 3 presents
the method for training networks with squarelaw neurons.

2. ANTI - HEBBIAN LOCAL LEARNING RULE

We will describe the local learning rule with a feedforward two-layer network shown in Fig. 1. The
numbers of neurons for the input, first and second layers, are N0, N1 and N2, respectively. The presynaptic
inputs to the nth layer are:

N
n) (n)(n—1)

(1)

where is the weight of interconnection between the jth neuron in the nth layer and the ith neuron in

the previous layer, and is the output of the ith neuron in the nth layer (o being that of the ith input
neuron). For the ith input neuron, 0) where i is the input signal. The first and second layers of
neurons perform a soft thresholding operation on the presynaptic inputs, forming the outputs:

(n) f{s], (2)

where the f-function is chosen as f{x] = tanh[x].
The desired response for the input i, presented at the input of the network in a certain machine cycle, is

given by a target vector tk, which we take to be binary {1, —1}. The logarithmic energy function measuring
the network output error is defined as:

E={(1+tk)ln1)+(1tk)ln1)}. (3)
k=1 l+Ok i—ok

It reaches its minimal value of zero only when the network output is the same as the desired response.
We chose this form of error measure instead of the quadratic error function because we found that for our
learning procedure this energy function gave better performance.

The BEP rule changes the weights via gradient descent, i.e.,

cK —
(2) 2ko', (4)

OWkj

N2
(1) OE (i)2 () (2)

J:twji
cx — = 2(1 — o )o 5kWkj (5)

owji k=1

where 6k tk — (2) the output error signal.
Since the non-local nature of the BEP algorithm is due to the 5kw factor in Eq. (5), we can

simply approximate it with something more accessible. This idea leads to the following local learning rule
for the first layer:

(1)

(i (l)2)Oi (6)

where = This rule implies that the weight update for the first layer depends only on the
input and output of that layer and a global, scalar error signal y which can be easily evaluated at the output
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stage. Error backpropagation through the network is no longer needed; therefore it is a local rule. The
learning rule for the second layer can just follow gradient descent since it is already a local rule.

This new local learning rule is obviously not a gradient descent rule any more. It is, however, still an
energy descent rule. Using Eqs. (5) and (6), and assuming that the weights of interconnections between
any input neuron and all hidden neurons are updated simultaneously (true in most practical situations), we
obtain:

E = OC _72(O) o, (7)
j=1 ji

which proves our claim.
Consider a single output neuron, i.e. N2 = 1. If the sign of the network output is different from

. . (1)2 . . . . (1) (1) (0)
that of the desired response, then < 0. Since (1 — o ) is always positive, we obtain —o o
which is different from the Hebbian rule in its sign and therefore is called an anti-Hebbian rule. It is
understandable because if there is a sign error in the output, it can be corrected by flipping the sign of the
internal representation. The anti-Hebbian rule implies exactly that in such cases we should train the first
layer with the flipped internal representation as its target. This anti-Hebbian part of the local learning rule is
in some respects similar to the Learning by Choice of Internal Representations (CHIR) algorithm developed
by Grossman et al.,9 but our rule does not require additional memory to store internal representations of all
the training patterns and the computation involved is simple. If the network output and the desired response
have the same sign but different magnitude, 7 becomes positive and the learning rule for the hidden layer
changes to the Hebbian type, which will enhance the internal representation and increase the magnitude of
the network output in the right direction. For multiple output neurons, the local rule becomes mixed with
Hebbian and anti-Hebbian learning. But the overall effect is still guaranteed to reduce the energy function.

Tests of the anti-Hebbian local learning rule were made on a network of 100 input neurons, 10 hidden
neurons and 5 output neurons. The network was trained to perform classification on 5 classes of handwritten
digits: 0, 1, 2, 3, and 4. Each output neuron responds to only one class. 40 digit patterns, with 8 patterns
from each class, were used as training samples. Using the same step size, it took 1,100 learning cycles
(presentations of the whole training set) for the BEP algorithm to achieve the desired network response,
and 16,000 cycles for the anti-Hebbian local rule. However, taking into account the actual amount of
computation involved, the anti-Hebbian rule is only about 5 times slower than the BEP algorithm in terms
of computational efficiency. Considering the great hardware implementation advantage offered by the local
rule, this cost seems reasonable.

3. MULTILAYER NETWORKS WITH SQUARE - LAW NEURONS

The next issue is the effect of square-law SLMs or detectors, which are often used to simulate neurons
in optical neural networks, on learning algorithms. In coherent optical networks, neuron responses are
represented by optical amplitudes. So are the weighted sums of neuron responses. However, the neuron-
simulating optical devices such as liquid crystal light valves (LCLVs) usually detect optical intensity, which
is the square of the optical amplitude.'0 This operation loses information about the signs of the weighted
sums, and it could cause ambiguity in weight update.

Consider a single layer network with a square-law output neuron and N input neurons as shown in Fig.
2, where and are the bipolar input vector and the bipolar weight vector, respectively. The total signal
arriving at the output neuron (i.e., the weighted sum) is

s=w.. (8)

For a square-law neuron, s will be squared to form the signal u

u=s2, (9)

which is then thresholded to produce o, the network output. As can be seen, the sign of s cannot be uniquely
determined from u or o.
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One solution is to provide a coherent positive bias b to the total signal arriving at each neuron. As
long as the weighted sum s is less than b in magnitude, the biased weighted sum s + b is always positive, so
that the magnitude and sign of s can be unambiguously determined from u or o. This eliminates the weight
update ambiguity due to the squaring operation.

With a positive bias b, the presynaptic inputs to the ntli layer of the multilayer network shown in Fig.
1 now become

n) =s+b. (10)

The first and second layers of square-law neurons perform a soft thresholding operation on the square of the
presynaptic inputs, forming bipolar outputs of the neurons:

= tanh[&v — d], (11)

where a is a positive scaling constant and d is a bias to make neuron outputs bipolar. The operation
described by Eq. (11) can be realized by an LCLV combined with some polarizing optics, in which case
the sign of the neuron output is encoded in the phase of the linearly polarized light exiting from the LCL\T
module. The d parameter is set such that o when s = 0. This gives d = ab2. Then

= tanh[a(s' + 2bSr))]. (12)

A plot of this input-output relationship of optical square-law neuron is shown in Fig. 3 for a = 1 and b = 2.
As can be seen, if the presynaptic input i) is restricted between —b and b, the input-output relationship is
a ianh-like sigmoid function which maps a bipolar input to a thresholded bipolar output.

A local learning rule can be derived for multilayer networks with biased square-law neurons. It is slightly
different from its standard form and is given by:

cx (13)

7v1)(1_o1)2)2
(14)

(2) . . . N2 (2) (2) (n) (n)where '5k t — iS the output error signal, and y = ki '5kVk (Vk — b). As long as s > —b, v
remains positive and can be uniquely determined from the neuron output o . There will be no ambiguity
in the direction of weight update. Furthermore, similar to Eq. (7), we can prove that this is again an energy
descent rule. . . . . . (ri) . .

The most crucial requirement for this learning network is that v should be always positive, or equiv-
alently, the magnitude of the weighted sum s should not exceed b. For this purpose, the magnitudes
of interconnection weights must be prevented from becoming too large. This is a typical dynamic range
problem and one solution is weight normalization. There exist optical systems that do precisely that"12
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Figure 1. Schematic diagram of a feedforward two-layer neural network.
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Figure 2. A single layer network with a square-law output neuron.
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Figure 3. The input-output relationship of the bipolar optical square-law neuron with a positive bias.
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